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IN THE NEWS
A 20 to 35 percent increase in baseline repossession rates may be coming soon as lender deferral programs 
begin to end.1 This will place tremendous pressure on repo agencies who do not possess the manpower to 
deal with the influx and are concerned low-quality client information, such as outdated addresses, will result 
in searching for vehicles in locations where their owners no longer reside. 

Repossessed vehicles flooding the market may destabilize used-vehicle prices, reducing the amount lenders 
can recoup on total losses.2 Currently, price exposure is somewhat insulated due to a shortage of used 
inventory, however, analysts believe the biggest source of supply will be these delayed repossessions.  
Source:  
1. American Recovery Association (ARA) 
2. COX Automotive 

DIGGING INTO DATA
COVID-19 and the resulting state lockdowns impacted vehicle use 
resulting in fewer vehicles on the road. CARFAX created a Vehicle 
Usage Index to help gauge how vehicle use has been affected.  
Beginning the week of March 3, 2020, the Index showed a consistent 
four-week drop to a low the week of April 2, 2020. Vehicle usage then 
started to increase over several weeks throughout the spring months 
and into the summer. However, recent surges in COVID-19 cases in the 
southern and western states has turned the index’s trend downward. 
Taken in aggregate, the vehicle usage has dropped of 25% from before 
COVID-19 travel restrictions were put in place. 
Source: CARFAX Vehicle Usage Index

CARFAX UPDATE
The Washington Post recently recognized CARFAX as a Top Workplace in the 
Greater Washington area. CARFAX is 1 of only 14 companies to receive this 
prestigious honor seven times since the award began in 2014. Selection is based 
solely on employee feedback gathered through an anonymous third-party survey. 
This was the first year CARFAX was recognized in the large company category. 
Source: CARFAX.com

ASK CARFAX
Q: Can CARFAX help my collections department? 
A: Yes! CARFAX helps lenders prioritize their collections efforts based on current-
market value and favorable vehicle characteristics. Additionally, our database of over 
24 billion records can help locate vehicles anywhere in the U.S. Watch this 2-minute 
video to learn more.

DID YOU KNOW
• The average car is made up of 30,000 parts. 
 Source: Standridge Auto

• There are more than 1 billion cars in use on the Earth.  
 Source: CarThrottle 

• Originally to be called the Panther, the first Chevy Camaro to  
 ever come off the production line was black. 
 Source: Frankenmuth Insurance

• The first center painted dividing line appeared in 1911. 
 Source: The Fact File

• Holding a remote car key to your head doubles its range because  
 the human skull acts as an amplifier.  
 Source: 101 Amazing Facts About Cars 
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